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Biden Surrenders First Use Nuke Policy to Pentagon Neocons

By Kurt Nimmo, October 31, 2022

According to the National Defense Strategy, delayed after Russia went into Ukraine, a policy
of  non-use  of  nukes,  except  in  response  to  a  nuclear  attack,  “would  result  in  an
unacceptable level of risk in light of the range of non-nuclear capabilities being developed
and fielded by competitors that could inflict strategic-level damage.”

A Crippling Shortage of Diesel Fuel Threatens to Devastate Western Economies in 2023

By Michael Snyder, November 01, 2022

In my entire lifetime, global supplies of diesel fuel have never been tighter than they are
right now.  And that is really bad news, because the entire economy of the western world
runs on diesel.  If we suddenly had no more diesel fuel, virtually all of our trains, trucks and
ships would stop running.  Needless to say, just about everything that stocks our store
shelves comes to us via trains, trucks and ships.

“Let’s Get Out of NATO”: Discontent Soars Across Europe as Russian Sanctions Backfire

By Zero Hedge, November 01, 2022

Western sanctions against Russia have been considered a powerful foreign policy tool by the
US and the EU to paralyze Moscow back to the ‘stone age.’  Though sanctions against
Moscow have  entirely  backfired,  sparking  the  worst  cost-of-living  crisis  for  Europeans  in  a
generation.

Video: U.S. Strategic Nuclear Policy, an Oral History
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By Sandia National Labs, November 01, 2022

U.S. Strategic Nuclear Policy, An Oral History explores the origins of United States strategic
nuclear policy and how it evolved. The documentary looks at this topic through the oral
history of key participants including Robert McNamara, Edward Teller, James Schlesinger,
Andrew Goodpaster, Harold Brown, Richard Garwin and William Kaufmann. The video largely
presents  the “official”  history  and narrative,  upholding the nuclear  weapons program as a
means to means to saving lives.

NATO Had Plans for a Preemptive Strike on Russia Using the Cover of a French-Led Naval
Exercise in the Mediterranean

By Sonja van den Ende, November 01, 2022

Journalists have come into possession of documents which detailed plans for the NATO
coalition to use the POLARIS exercise to send a French carrier strike group to preemptively
attack Russia in the case of a Russian invasion of Ukraine, which the U.S. and NATO were in
the process of provoking. The UK signed an agreement with Ukraine that granted it access
to naval bases in Ukraine that could be used to attack the Russian Federation.

The Kosovo Knot and How to Solve It?

By Dr. Vladislav B. Sotirović, November 01, 2022

Kosovo  (in  fact,  Kosovo-Metochia),  a  disputed  territory  claimed by  Serbia  and  Kosovo
Albanian separatists,  which Serbs regard as  central  to  their  cultural  identity  (differently  to
the Albanians),  is going to pose much more unexpected problems for the international
community concerning its political status as it became obvious that Belgrade and Prishtina
cannot found common language during 22 years of negotiating process.

What Is in the So-called COVID-19 “Vaccines”?

By David Hughes, October 31, 2022

Between July 2021 and August 2022, evidence of undisclosed ingredients in the COVID-19
“vaccines”  was  published  by  at  least  26  researchers/research  teams  in  16  different
countries  across  five  continents  using  spectroscopic  and  microscopic  analysis.

COVID Reset: The Day of Reckoning Is Coming
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By Dr. Joseph Mercola, October 31, 2022

October  7,  2022,  Florida  Surgeon  General  Dr.  Joseph  Ladapo  issued  new  COVID  jab
guidance, recommending men between the ages of 18 and 39 abstain from the COVID jab,
as  data  show an  84% increase  in  heart-related  death  among men within  28  days  of
injection.

Putin: ‘The Situation Is, to a Certain Extent, Revolutionary’

By Pepe Escobar, October 31, 2022

The Valdai report duly acknowledges the role of Global South medium-sized powers that
“exemplify the democratization of international politics” and may “act as shock absorbers
during  periods  of  upheaval.”  That’s  a  direct  reference  to  the  role  of  BRICS+ as  key
protagonists.

How the Media Quarantined Evidence on Nord Stream Sabotage

By Media Lens, October 31, 2022

The Observer editorial which failed to even mention this major terror attack on civilian
infrastructure talked of a ‘Putin plague’,  describing the Russian leader as ‘a pestilence
whose spread threatens the entire world. Ukraine is not its only victim’. That’s the Bad Guy.
So who are the Good Guys in this fairy-tale?
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